
Fullintel wins three 2021 AMEC Awards,
including gold for best multi-market
reporting

Media intelligence firm takes gold, silver, and bronze in three
categories

NEWS RELEASE BY FULLINTEL, LLC

 Fullintel, a global media monitoring and intelligence service providing industry-leading human

curation and analysis, is pleased to announce it has won three 2021 AMEC Awards in the following

categories:

Gold in Best Multi-Market Reporting: For helping to replace an international meal-kit

delivery company’s automated media measurement with deep, impactful metrics and

a human-curated reporting methodology

Silver in Best First Steps on a Measurement Journey: For implementing media

measurement to accurately gauge public and media opinion for a major forest

management company

Bronze in Most Impactful Client Recommendations Arising From a Measurement

Study: For re-energizing a major not-for-profit ’s media measurement with advanced

sentiment and deep qualitative metrics

“The AMEC Awards are an industry-defining event, and we’re thrilled to have gotten such

recognition from our industry peers,” said Fullintel President Andrew Koeck. “Congratulations to our

incredible team for such a tremendous achievement, and thank you to our great clients, partners,

and to AMEC for hosting such an incredible awards program.”

The award comes just weeks before Fullintel’s planned launch of its new real-time monitoring

platform, built on our proprietary PredictiveAI™ technology that predicts the trend and sentiment

of new content based on the characteristics of millions of past articles.

The new platform will supplement Fullintel’s award-winning human curation with predictive, real-

time intelligence built to evaluate trending stories faster and more accurately than ever.

The 19th annual AMEC Awards is a global awards program for communications measurement held

by the International Association for the Measurement and Evaluation of Communication (AMEC).

The program highlights exceptional work while highlighting the vital importance of measurement,

research, and analytics.
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https://u.newsdirect.com/OtbxJJXpise11UsiTriu-HIto6SkoNhKXz-tNCcnM68kNUcvOT9XnyEvtbw4ozSJwRAQAAD__wr9zak6Uwc4SGlbBuwsSHkKSTIA_bEF4yS7t0Fw
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Previously, Fullintel won one AMEC Award in 2020, in the Best crisis comms measurement and

reporting category.

 

About Fullintel:

 Fullintel combines best-in-class technology with expert content curation to deliver the

most relevant, cost-optimized media monitoring, daily news briefs, and media analysis

possible. Our analysts curate print, online, social media, broadcast, and influencer

opinions in real-time - compiled by technology, supplemented, and verified by humans.

Where technology alone fails, your dedicated analyst has you covered. Fullintel has

offices in Cambridge, USA, Ottawa, Canada, and Nagercoil, India.
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